Go Athletico (FR)
Foaled in France
=Gothen (FR), 03 gr/ro
=Byburg (FR), 12 dk b/
Kendargent (FR), 07 b
=Gooseley Chope (FR), 07 b
Sageburg (IRE), 04 gr
=By the Best (FR), 03 b

By GOKEN (FR) (2012). Stakes winner of $343,950 USA in England and France, Prix du Bois [G3], etc.
Sire of 4 crops of racing age, 173 foals, 114 starters, 8 stakes winners, 59 winners of 156 races and earning $4,125,675 USA, including Go Athletico (FR) (to 5, 2023, $353,608 USA, Prix la Rochette [G3], etc.), Fang (to 5, 2023, $203,967 USA, Qatar Prix du Pin [G3] twice), O Trasno (to 5, 2023, $188,059 USA, Prix Kistena [L]), Zorken (at 2, 2023, $151,605 USA, Criterium du Bequet Ventes Osarus [L], etc.), Miss Louna (FR) ($149,806 USA, Prix de Saint-Cyr [L]), Livachope ($87,425 USA, Prix du Bois [G3], etc.), Lova (to 3, 2023, $85,230 USA, Criterium du Bequet Ventes Osarus [L], etc.), Sivana ($66,552 USA, Prix Yacowlef [L]), Axdavali ($240,313 USA, 2nd Qatar Prix du Pin [G3], etc.), Lovamour (FR) ($79,113 USA, 3rd Prix Eclipse [G3]).

1st dam
=Byburg (FR), by =Sageburg (IRE). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in FR , $63,082 (USA). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners--
GO ATHLETICO (FR) (g. by =Goken (FR)). Black type winner, see below.
=By the Way (FR) (g. by =Galiway (GB)). 4 wins, 3 to 6, 2023 in FR , $186,682 (USA).
=El Meastro (FR) (g. by =Recorder (GB)). Winner at 3, 2023 in FR , $28,492 (USA).
=La Rochette (FR) (f. by =Tornibush (IRE)). Placed at 2, 2023 in FR , $6,571 (USA).

2nd dam
=By the Best (FR), by King's Best. Placed at 3 in FR , $7,932 (USA). Half-sister to--
KEEP QUIET (FR) (g. by Elusive City). 6 wins, 2 to 7, $446,689 (USA), Dixiana Bourbon S. [G3] (KEE, $150,000), 2nd With Anticipation S. [G2] (SAR, $40,000), 3rd Remington Green S. (RP, $11,000).
LITTLE TREASURE (FR) (f. by Night Shift). 6 wins, 2 to 3 in FR and NA , $305,262 (USA), San Clemente H. [G2] (DMR, $90,000), etc., KEEP QUIET (FR) ($446,689 (USA), Dixiana Bourbon S. [G3] (KEE, $150,000), etc.), =Harem Lady (FR) ($125,347 (USA), 2nd Prix Allez France [G3], etc.), =Annee Lumiere (IRE) ($24,202 (USA), 3rd Prix Yacowlef [L]). Dam of--
KEEP QUIET (FR) (g. by Elusive City). 6 wins, 2 to 7, $446,689 (USA), Dixiana Bourbon S. [G3] (KEE, $150,000), 2nd With Anticipation S. [G2] (SAR, $40,000), 3rd Remington Green S. (RP, $11,000).

3rd dam
=Luminosity (GB), by Sillery. Winner at 2 in FR , $29,545 (USA). Half-sister to =Big Dancer (GB) (Hwt. colt at 2 on Yugoslavian Free Hand.). Dam of 9 winners--
KEEP QUIET (FR) (g. by Elusive City). 6 wins, 2 to 7, $446,689 (USA), Dixiana Bourbon S. [G3] (KEE, $150,000), 2nd With Anticipation S. [G2] (SAR, $40,000), 3rd Remington Green S. (RP, $11,000).
Mirahmadi (c. by Into Mischief). Placed at 2, 2023, $89,840, 2nd Runhappy Del Mar Futurity [G1] (DMR, $60,000), Fasig-Tipton Futurity (SA, $20,000).
HOLY SMOKE (IND) (g. by Phoenix Tower). 7 wins, 3 to 5 in IND, Akkasahbeb Maharaj Trophy [LR], 2nd Noshir & Dolly Dhunjibhoy Sprint Million [LR], 3rd Gracias Salana Memorial Million [LR].
ATHENS (IND) (f. by Pioneerof the Nile). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in IND, Bangalore Oaks [LR], 3rd Legacy Bangalore Derby [LR].
Strapless (f. by Forestry). Placed at 3, $6,000. Dam of--
Astroman (g. by Astrology). Winner at 2 and 3, $53,670, 3rd Hillsdale S. -R (IND, $8,483).
Borrego's Treasure (f. by Borrego). Unraced. Dam of--
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Special Treasure (f. by Special Rate). Winner at 3 and 6, 2023, $126,944, 2nd Oklahoma Stallion Fillies S. -R (RP, $20,000), 3rd Oklahoma Classics Distaff Turf S. -R (RP, $12,628), Bob Barry Memorial S. -R (RP, $7,700).

=Harem Lady (FR) (f. by Teofilo (IRE)). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in FR, $126,944, 2nd Oklahoma Stallion Fillies S. -R (RP, $20,000), 3rd Two Altazano S. -R (HOU, $7,150), Dam of--

=ZARAKEM (FR) (c. by Zar (FR)). 5 wins in 7 starts at 3, 2023 in FR, $104,438 (USA), Prix Frederic de Lagrange [L], La Coupe de Marseille [L].

=Annee Lumiere (IRE) (f. by Giant's Causeway). Winner at 2 in FR, $24,202 (USA), 3rd Grand Prix du Nord [L], Dam of--


=Broadway Duchess (IRE) (f. by New Approach (IRE)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $21,005 (USA), 3rd Betfred Mobile Lotto Snowdrop Fillies S. [L], Dam of--

=Dukebox (IRE) (g. by Holy Roman Emperor (IRE)). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2 in ENG, $32,343 (USA), 3rd Befair Exchange Ascendant S. [L].

=Luminda (IRE) (f. by Danehill). Winner at 3 and 4 in FR, $43,614 (USA), Dam of--

=RHYTHM OF LIGHT (GB) (f. by Beat Hollow (GB)). 6 wins, 2 to 4 in ENG, NA and TUR, placed at 3 in FR, $403,659 (USA), Goldikova S. [G2] (SA, $90,000), International Istanbul Trophy [L], Sandringham H. [L], 2nd International Istanbul Trophy [L], 3rd Prix de Lieurey [G3].

=Lazy Afternoon (IRE) (f. by Hawk Wing). Winner at 2 in FR, $47,961 (USA), 3rd Criterium du Languedoc Prix Paul Guichou [L].

=Lost Icon (IRE) (f. by Intikhab). Winner at 3 in FR, $35,364 (USA), Dam of--

=ELUSIVE BEAUTY (IRE) (f. by Elusive Pimpernel). 3 wins, 2 to 3 in IRE and ENG, $94,625 (USA), Ebfstallions.com Eternal S. [L], 3rd Grangecon Stud Balanchine S. [G3].

=Futuro Anteriore (IRE) (c. by Diamond Green (FR)). 15 wins, 2 to 6 in ITY, $144,916 (USA), 2nd Premio Memorial Francesco Faraci [L].

=Loyale (FR) (f. by Turtle Bowl (IRE)). Winner at 3 in FR, $19,809 (USA), Dam of--

=ATOMIC JONES (FR) (g. by Woolton Bassett (GB)). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2 in IRE, $101,676 (USA), KPMG Champions Golden Fleece S. [G2].

=Larc (FR) (c. by Cape Cross (IRE)). 3 wins at 3 in FR, $95,323 (USA).

=Mathanora (IRE) (f. by Anabaa). Winner at 4 in FR, $41,358 (USA).

=By the Best (FR) (f. by King's Best). See above.

=Al Ghoutir (GB) (c. by Montjeu (IRE)). Placed in 1 start at 4 in NOR.

4th dam

BAGUE BLEUE (IRE), by Last Tycoon (IRE). Winner at 2 in FR, placed in 2 starts at 4 in NA, $26,572 (USA), Prix Yacowleff [L], 3rd Prix Amandine [L]. Sister to BIGSTONE (IRE) ($919,508 (USA), Hwt. colt at 2 on Yugoslav Free Hand., 7 - 9 1/2 fur., Queen Elizabeth II S. [G1], etc., sire), half-sister to =BLUE CLOUD (IRE) ($73,840 (USA), Prix Imprudence [L], etc.), =Bakari (IRE) ($29,950 (USA), 3rd Prix Quincey [G3]). Dam of 5 winners, including--

=Big Dancer (GB) (c. by Groom Dancer). 7 wins, 2 to 6 in YUG and SCG, Hwt. colt at 2 on Yugoslav Free Hand.

=Luminosity (GB) (f. by Sillery). See above.

RACE RECORD for Go Athletico (FR): In NA. At 2, unplaced in 1 start. In France. At 2, two wins (Prix la Rochette [G3]), 3 times 2nd (Criterium de Maisons-Laffitte [G2], Prix Roland de Chambure [L]); at 3, one win, once 2nd (Prix Matchem [L]), twice 3rd (Prix de la Plante Maillot [G3], Prix du Pont Neuf [L]). Earned 141,734 Euro ($165,719 USA). In Italy. At 4, unplaced in 1 start. In France. At 4, two wins, 3 times 2nd, once 3rd (Qatar Prix du Pin [G3]). Earned 58,700 Euro ($61,290 USA). In Ireland. At 5, 2023, two wins (Westgrove Hotel Renaissance Stakes (Group 3) [G3], Irish Stallion Farms E.B.F. Midsummer Sprint S. [L]), twice 2nd (Barberstown Castle Sapphire S. [G2], Rathasker Stud Phoenix
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